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Dates to Remember:
Tuesday Night's Men's 
Group will resume with 
our book  “Everybody 
Always” by Bob Gof 
December 11th, starting 
at 7 PM @ Starbucks in 
Georgetown. 

Join us this weekend at 
journey as we continue 
our series “Christmas 
2018”
Saturday @ 6 PM
Sunday @ 10:30 AM

Thanks to all of our 
Journey Volunteers 
who were able to help 
during our December 
Outreach!

Journey Student 
Ministries will be 
having an Ugly Sweater 
Christmas Party 
Sunday, December 16th 
from 5-8 PM!

 

CONTACT INFO:
Journey Community 
Christian Church

1050 US 27 S STE 8 
Cynthiana KY 41031
859.235.8449

Journeychurchoffie
@gmail.com

Journeychurchsite.org

Bobby's Blogspot

< Back to Website

Fuel and Oxygen
Sadly, I am hanging out in the waiting area of the auto mechanic again. I am sharing 
stories with other repair-fatigued travelers. One gent was describing a trip to Colorado. 
My ears perked up as he began describing drives over high mountain passes. He told 
me how with the gas pedal smashed to the foor, his oxygen-starved truck was maxed 
out at forty mph. 

All the horsepower and high-octane fuel in the world was not enough. No vehicle is 
immune to the tug of gravity and lack of oxygen at higher elevations. Your lightest 
running shoes won’t help when you’re trudging through knee-deep mud. So it goes 
with things mechanical and things human. We run on special blends of fuel and oxygen 
to perform our best. 

Jesus often spoke to his disciples using real-world images. He once tackled the idea of 
intimate partnership with Him as essential for continued success. Here is a little bit of 
one of those conversations: “I am the vine, you are the branches. When you are joined 
with me and I with you, the relation intimate and organic, the harvest is sure to be 
abundant. Separated, you can’t produce a thing.” John 15:5 MSG

I fnd his words a little bit like listening to my friend at the shop today. He was 
describing his big burly truck which suddenly, atypically, began chugging and choking 
down as the climb grew stifer and stifer. In the fatlands, I have no doubt that his truck 
would coast along on cruise control for hours without missing a beat. But under the 
conditions of a mountain climb under heavy load, the truck was no match. People are 
that way also. 

We may sail along for months or even years, oblivious of the barriers out ahead, just 
waiting to slow our progress. On normal days most people maneuver tight schedules 
and deadlines  on cruise control. But one of these days a detour will require navigating 
down an unfamiliar road over some very high obstacles. This time the road we travel 
may require a diferent strategy. Smashing the pedal to the metal may not work.

Jesus makes it clear that people require a special blend of fuel and oxygen to travel 
great distances. Many people I know are quite gifted on their own, like a big, capable, 
burly truck. However, without the special blend of Jesus and His Holy Spirit in our our 
lives, all people begin to choke and sputter when the load of life gets heavy. 

Climbing great heights is both breathtaking and beautiful. It is also, at times, dangerous 
and lethal. God made people to enjoy all of this wonderful world. He wants us to have a 
blast everywhere we go; celebrate life more. Laugh more, eat more, and be together 
more. This image is all over the Bible. However, be wise, Jesus warned; some roads 
traveled are a harder climb than others.   

Make sure you’ve got the right fuel mix in your tank before heading of into another 
great adventure. Believe that we can do anything. But always know that success 
depends upon God partnering with us.

Go higher. Go God.


